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BON’S KANGAROO COMBO SCREED  
NOW MANUFACTURED WITH A BUILT-IN LEVEL VIAL 
(GIBSONIA, PA, USA) – Bon’s improved Kangaroo Combo Screed is now manufactured 
with a bubble level built into the handle to provide time-saving, precise preparation and 
finish work. The lightweight aluminum design and built-in handle make it easy to move 
heavy loads. The added built in level function is a convenient time saver. This Kangaroo 
Combo Screed is the best manual screed for multiple trade applications: concrete, 
hardscape and asphalt work.  
 
The combo tool features a sharp edge that provides a clean screed, and a rounded edge 
that provides a good start to floating off or closing out your concrete. The built-in ribbed 
handle provides excellent grip and better leverage to pull large amounts of material.  The 
bottom edge of the screed provides an asphalt checker system, while the level bubble 
makes an even more precise measure to set your base or check your work. 
 

This durable tool is made of a lightweight, yet high tensile aluminum that resists bending 

and is durable for years of service. It is fully reversible making it even longer lasting. 

Bon’s Kangaroo Combo Screed is available is five lengths from 4’ to 12’. 
 
 
About Bon Tool Co: 
Bon Tool Co., a leading manufacturer of construction tools and equipment in the United 
States, has been manufacturing construction tools for professionals since 1958.  For 
more information contact our sales department at 800-444-7060 or visit the website at  
www.bontool.com. 
 
Part #’s: 
82-462  4’ Kangaroo Combo Screed  82-462  10’ Kangaroo Combo Screed 
82-462  6’ Kangaroo Combo Screed  82-462  12’ Kangaroo Combo Screed 
82-462  8’ Kangaroo Combo Screed 
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